
NEW LINES - CLAMPS 
 

BESSEY CLIPPIX XC SPRING CLAMPS a range of high quality 

spring clamps that are perfect for gluing, clamping and securing 

small items.  They feature soft anti-slip ergonomic handles that 

offer quick and easy one handed operation.  The self-adjusting 

protective caps offer secure non-marking clamping.  Manufactured 

from lightweight fibreglass that has been reinforced with nylon for 

ease of handling.  The XC1 has 

a 20mm throat, opening to 20mm, 

the XC2 has a 30mm throat, 

opening to 25mm. 

Sold individually. 

 
                                                  

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-052    Bessey Clipix XC1 Spring Clamp 20mm x 1........    £1.89 

150-053    Bessey Clipix XC2 Spring Clamp 25mm x 1........    £2.79 

                                                                                                           

BESSEY CLIPPIX XCL SPRING CLAMPS a range of high quality 

spring clamps with long jaws that are perfect for gluing, clamping 

and securing small items.  They feature soft anti-slip ergonomic 

handles that offer quick and easy one handed operation.  The pro-

tective caps offer secure non-marking clamping.  Manufactured 

from lightweight fibreglass that has been reinforced with nylon for 

ease of handling.  The XCL2 has a 60mm throat depth, opening 

55mm, the XCL5 has a110mm 

throat depth opening to 70mm. 

Sold individually. 

 
                                          

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-054    Bessey Clipix XCL2 Spring Clamp 20mm x 1......    £4.49 

150-055    Bessey Clipix XCL5 Spring Clamp 25mm x 1......    £6.49 

                                                                                                           

BESSEY VARIOCLIPPIX XV SPRING CLAMPS a range of high 

quality spring clamps with adjustable jaws offering a variable 

clamping force.  Ideal for gluing, clamping and securing small 

items.  They feature soft anti-slip ergonomic handles that offer 

quick and easy one handed operation.  The the self adjusting pro-

tective caps offer secure non-marking clamping.  Manufactured 

from lightweight fibreglass that has been reinforced with nylon for 

ease of handling.  The XV3-50 

has a 37mm throat, opening to 

55mm, the XV5-100 has a 

50mm throat opening to 

100mm.  Sold individually. 

 

 
                                         

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-056    Bessey VarioClipix XV3-50 Spring Clamp 37mm.   £8.99 

150-057    Bessey VariClipix XV5-100 Spring Clamp 50mm. £10.99 

                                                                                                           

IRWIN QUICK-GRIP MICRO CLAMP a high quality bar and 

spreader clamp that features a patented ratcheting mechanism 

that provides variable clamping pressure.  The quick-release trig-

ger allows for fast and easy positioning and release, making this 

the ideal clamp for small jobs.  Specially designed jaws with non-

marking pads that can hold onto odd-shaped work pieces.  Capaci-

ty 100mm.  Sold 

individually. 

 

 

 

 

                   

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-530    Irwin Quick-Grip Micro Spreader Clamp 100mm..   £5.49 

                                                                                                           

BERNA ASSEMBLER CLAMPS SMALL a unique quick action 

clamp designed by a Dr. Berna.  The beams are made of high den-

sity carbon fibre, the strong plastic jaws are fitted with non-marking 

soft pads.  Ideal for use to press on otherwise hard to reach sur-

faces, by reversing the direction of the buffers, Berna Assemblers 

can be used as spreading 

tools.  Ideal for holding work 

pieces for while glueing, 

painting, weathering etc.  

Length of beams 80mm. 

Jaw capacity 40mm. 

Supplied as a pair. 

                                                

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-710    Berna Assembler Clamps 40mm x 2.................... £11.99 

                                                                                                           

BERNA ASSEMBLER CLAMP LARGE a unique quick action 

clamp designed by a Dr. Berna.  The beam is made of high density 

carbon fibre, the strong plastic jaws are fitted with non-marking soft 

pads.  Ideal for use to press on otherwise hard to reach surfaces, 

by reversing the direction of the buffers, Berna Assemblers can be 

used as spreading tools.  Ideal for holding work pieces while glue-

ing, painting, weathering 

etc.  Length of beam 

200mm.  Jaw 

capacity 60mm. 

Sold individually. 

 

 
                                    

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-720    Berna Assembler Clamp Large x1........................   £8.99 

                                                                                                           

ANGLE CLAMP manufactured from tough plastic, ideal for holding 

small and medium jobs while while glueing and fixing joints.  Pro-

vides a light clamping pressure and features dual aluminium rules 

(metric and imperial) on the clamp faces.  Features fast lever 

action, sliding heads and high grip faces.  The clamp is lightweight 

and very easy 

to set up, can 

be fixed to a 

work surface.  

 

 

 

 

 
                

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-595    Faithfull Plastic Angle Clamp 95mm x 95mm....... £14.99 

                                                                                                           

CLAMPING SQUARE SET a set of 4 clamping squares ideal for 

use with many types of clamp.  Manufactured from recycled HD 

polypropylene.  Easy-to-use, ideal for any 90° frames or joints. 

Two-handed operation designed to be used with spring clamps or 

any other one-handed clamp.  Can be used inside or outside of the 

material being 

clamped.  Set 

of 4.  Length 

200mm. 

 

 

 

 

                  

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

150-596    Faithfull Clamping Square Set of 4....................... £21.99 
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NEW LINES - WORK STATIONS 

 

LASER CUT A4 WORK STATION a workstation helps provide the 

ideal modelling space wherever you are, whether placed on a desk 

or held on your lap.  An A4 cutting mat fits into the laser cut 

design, tool holders, 

shelf space and space 

for a water pot.  Light- 

weight and with built-in 

handles, easy to build. 

Dimensions: 30.5cm 

x 29cm x 9.5cm. 

                                

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA4       Modelcraft Work Station A4 (without cutting mat) £14.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT A4 WORK STATION WITH CUTTING MAT a work-

station helps to provide the ideal modelling space wherever you 

are, whether placed on a desk or held on your lap.  An A4 cutting 

mat is supplied and fits snugly into the laser cut design, with tool 

holders, shelf space, 

space for a water pot. 

Lightweight & portable 

with built-in handles, 

easy to build, can be 

glued if required. 

Dimensions: 30.5cm 

x 29cm x 9.5cm. 
                                           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA4CM  Modelcraft Work Station A4 with Cutting Mat....... £18.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT DRAWER FOR WORKSTATION a storage drawer 

ideal for holding paints, tools, models and more.  All the parts are 

designed as a push-fit meaning that glue is not essential.  Multiple 

drawers can be stacked to make a Unit.  The drawer is compatible 

with both the A4 workstation and the heavy duty drawer listed 

below.  Light weight and portable, easy to build and can be glued if 

required. 

Dimensions: 30.5cm 

x 29cm x 5cm. 

 

 

 

 

                                           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA4DL   Modelcraft Drawer for A4 Work Station................ £16.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT HEAVY DUTY DRAWER FOR WORKSTATION a 

heavy duty storage drawer with additional compartments.  Ideal for 

holding paints, tools, models and more.  All the parts are designed 

as a push-fit meaning that glue is not essential.  Multiple drawers 

can be stacked to make a unit.  The heavy duty drawer is compati-

ble with both the A4 workstation and the drawer listed above.  

Adjustable inner 

components.  

Dimensions: 30.5cm 

x 29cm x 8.1cm 

 

 

               
                           

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA4DL   Modelcraft H/Duty Drawer for A4 Work Station.... £21.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT A4 WORK STATION AND DRAWERS BUNDLE 

includes the A4 Work 

Station with Cutting 

Mat and one of 

each drawers. 

**Save £2.98** 

 

NOTE - Bundle 

is supplied with 

A4 Cutting Mat 

included. 

                               

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

000-010    A4 Work Station with Cutting Mat and Drawers... £54.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT A3 WORK STATION a workstation helps provide the 

ideal modelling space wherever you are, whether placed on a desk 

or held on your lap.  An A3 Cutting Mat (not supplied) fits snugly 

into the laser cut design, tool holders, shelf space and space for a 

water pot.  Lightweight and with built-in handles, easy to assemble 

and may be glued.  Dimensions: 46cm x 39cm x 12cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA3       ModelCraft Work Station A3 (without cutting mat) £19.99 

                                                                                                           

LASER CUT A3 WORK STATION WITH CUTTING a workstation 

helps provide the ideal modelling space wherever you are, whether 

placed on a desk or held on your lap.  An A3 Cutting Mat (not sup-

plied) fits snugly into the laser cut design, tool holders, shelf space 

and space for a water pot.  Lightweight and with built-in handles, 

easy to assemble and may be glued.  Dimensions: 46cm x 39cm x 

12cm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

WTA3CM  ModelCraft Work Station A3 with Cutting Mat...... £26.99 

                                                                                                           

MODELCRAFT MASKING SHEETS X5 all-purpose masking 

sheets that stick securely and 

remove cleanly without damaging 

the paintwork.  Also suitable for 

curved and uneven surfaces, the 

sheets can be easily cut to shape 

to match the surface.  Perfect for 

Art & Graphics, Paper Craft,  

Stamping & Scrapbooking, Scale 

Models, Cars, Motorbikes & 

Helmets, T-Shirts.  195 x 280mm. 
 

                                                  

CODE       TYPE                                                                     PRICE 

PMA4000 Modelcraft Masking Sheets x 5............................ £10.99 

                                                                                                           


